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The 4th Annual Internet of Things Europe took place on 12th & 13th
November at The Management Centre Europe in Brussels, as part of the
inaugural EU Internet Week ™ (12th - 16th November).
Sponsors of the event, and Qualcomm Atheros was
the event Silver Sponsor. Other associated sponsors
and supporting partners for this year’s event included
Postscapes and EURid.

The conference explored the co-existence of real and
virtual worlds in everyday life within areas such as
consumer electronics, health, transport and retail. It
was attended by approximately 150 delegates from
more than 20 countries across Europe and the rest of
the world. Although the primary focus of conversation
was the policy and coordination challenges faced by
countries in Europe, the conference also drew on
perspectives from other world regions.
The event was organized by Forum Europe, which
has organised this annual conference for the past
four years. In developing the concept and agenda
for the conference, Forum Europe was supported by
Knowledge Partners, Council and Analysys Mason.
Silver Spring Networks and Bosch were Platinum

www.forum-europe.com

The format of the event involved a mixture of
keynote speeches, presentations on topical issues,
and extensive panel discussions, as well as the
introduction of interactive working groups, plus plenty
of scheduled time for formal and informal networking.
Uniquely, the conference continued to bring together
all the major stakeholders in the field of the
Internet of Things, including policy makers, industry
representatives, equipment manufacturers, and
expert consultants, facilitating a rounded discussion
with multiple viewpoints, and an exceptionally high
quality of debate.
This report, prepared by Council and Forum Europe
summarises the main discussions held during the
conference, including an overview of each of the
main points discussed at the event. We begin with a
summary of the event in chronological order. Readers
who would like to view specific presentations should
contact Forum Europe.

Day 1
The first day of the conference featured keynote
speeches on the various political and industry
approaches to IoT in Europe, and focused on developing
a 'future-proof' policy model for the governance and
management of the Internet of Things. The morning
sessions were chaired by Rob Van Kranenburg,
Founder, Council, while the main afternoon sessions
were chaired by Mário Campolargo, Director, Net
Futures, DG CONNECT, European Commission, and
Michael Kende, Co-Head of the Regulatory Sector,
Analysys Mason.

Session 1: Keynote presentations
Neelie Kroes, Vice President and EU Commissioner for
Digital Agenda, European Commission, stressed in her
video presentation the importance of aligning the three
Horizon 2020 pillars, namely academic excellence,
societal challenges, and industrial leadership in an
integrated manner. Ambassador Tom Hanney, Deputy
Permanent
Representative,
Forthcoming Irish
presidency
of
the EU, stressed
standardization
as an important
key to industrial
leadership
As the Irish
Presidency will
be hosting the
mid-term review

of the Digital Agenda,
Ambassador Hanney
stressed that this is
a good opportunity
to consider what to
strengthen in order
to get a global EU
lead on IoT and
how to balance
the
needs
of
industrial interests
and
startups,
support innovative
research specifically
on robotics, long
term healthcare and
the connected car,
build interoperable standards towards a single market,
and acquire broad support from a wide range of
stakeholders for the right ethical and legal framework.
Stefan Ferber, Director for Communities & Partner
Networks, The Internet of Things & Services, Bosch
Software Innovations, discussed how Bosch has
started to prepare early for IoT.
Mr Ferber argued for new governance structures
connecting to the open source bottom up
communities; an improvement of access to high
speed Internet; a single market (that is needed
fast); an open platform approach; and innovative
license models for data.
Mr Ferber argued that the Commission’s
Questionnaire is still too ‘top down’ and IoT will be
mostly ‘bottom up’.
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John Cornish, Board member, EVP and General Manager,
System Design Division, ARM Holdings plc, argued that
the key to social and technical innovation is to increase
efficiency by embedding intelligence: consumer
applications and devices + infrastructure + systems
on chip technology.
ARM is an ecosystem
of companies working
together spotting and
implementing emerging
intelligence
in
all
domains. This means
that privacy and data
protection are challenges
that do not need much
early regulation, a policy
that stimulates research
and promotes adoption.
As IoT is a real engine for growth in times of crises the
Commission has a huge responsibility to be proactive
and need not make the playing field unnecessarily
difficult. Why not free up accumulated data sets to
fuel an open Big Data Europe?

Session 2
Developing a 'future-proof' policy model for the
governance and management of the Internet of
Things - High-level round table discussion
6 billion transactions daily, explained Mike Byrne, CEO,
GS1 Ireland, shows trust in the GS1 vision of the Internet
of Goods as a subset for IoT. GS1 has a full portfolio of
standards and solutions on key issues such as naming
and addressing, identifying schemes, resolution and
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governance as a
multi-stakeholder
platform. Mr Byrne
argued that GS1 is
still unsure IoT will
be ‘one’ internet
of things or if there
will be a multiplicity
of IoT silos, i.e.
"intranets of things".
Alessandro
Bassi,
IoT Expert Working
Group and Tech coordinator of IoT-A Project, advocated
a more pragmatic approach to IoT governance, a more
bottom up approach following the ‘raw consensus,
running code of the IETF', as objects have no borders.
The IoT Forum was the main topic of discussion for
François Carrez, Coordinator, Internet of Things Initiative
Project (IoT-I). After successful conferences in Berlin,
Venice and Bled the Forum has firmly established
four Working Groups (Governance, Technology,
Society, Economy) that address broadly whether IoT is
something really different, or alternatively, a temporary
umbrella under which a wide variety of topics can be
addressed in a coherent way. Guiseppe Abbamonte,
Head of Unit, Trust & Security, DG CONNECT, European
Commission explained how the recent public
consultation received over 600 replies, from industry,
civil society, individual citizens, and academics. It
is clear that IoT will have a strong impact. Overall
it would be wrong to emphasize on problems and
DG Connect aims to focus on opportunities and
favours a dynamic development, continued Mr
Abbamonte. It is clear that IoT policy cannot be

devised in isolation, and that horizontal ‘rules’ should
provide the framework. Only issues that cannot be
specifically addressed may deserve specific attention.
Maria Badia I Cutchet, Member of the European
Parliament, picked up on the speed of these
developments.
Already in 2008
there were more
connected devices
then people. IoT has
gathered momentum
in the US (IBM/
Cisco) and in China
(Wen Jiabao). If IoT
wants to take off
then stability and predictability are key priorities,
explained Ms Cutchet. Therefore ‘trust’ is the
top priority. The right balance between voluntary
codes of conduct, co-regulation and regulation is
necessary. This balance can only be assessed with a
wide variety of stakeholders, argued Ms Cutchet.

Session 3
Political, Economical and Societal benefits and
challenges of the Internet of Things
Mario
Campolargo,
Director, Net Futures,
DG CONNECT, European
Commission, moderated
the afternoon session
focusing on the various
political, economical and
societal benefits and
challenges
of
the
Internet of Things.
Alejandro Sicilia Nistal, Horizontal M2M Product
Director, Telefónica focused predominantly on
the opportunities. Mr Nistal argued that M2M
communication possibilities have no limits whatsoever,
and therefore our only limit is our imagination.
James Pace, Managing Director UK & Ireland, Silver
Spring Networks, stated that smart infrastructure is at a
critical inflection point. A sound architecture and a solid
set of standards can address both metering and the
evolving requirements of the grid, argued Pace. It is not
a stretch to assert that with the right network platform,
this rollout can lay the foundation for smart cities and the
Internet of Things, where millions of everyday objects
are securely networked. Local councils are important,
continued Mr Pace. They should understand the big
picture and be educated into reusing existing assets and
cultivating incentivizing regulation. Adam Lapede, Senior
Director, Product Management, Qualcomm Atheros,
Inc., expressed that having a seamless user experience,
at affordable cost is key. For this, although IP is key,
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more than one available technology is necessary in
order to make the Internet of Everything vision scalable.
Alicia Asín Pérez, CEO, Libelium, started by saying that
Libelium is a platform to get all the applications and
services together. She focused on three key points:
fostering one ecology of EU technical smart horizontal
platforms; promoting eco systems of SMEs; and building
models for engaging with local city councils and service
providers. Libelium participates in the EU funded Smart
Santander test bed. Libelium encounters very mundane
but real problems on the ground. For the first time, Alicia
explained that we have to educate engineers not only
to deal with engineering but also with social skills.

Session 4
“IoT mobile devices” in the 4G era
Jacqueline Minor,
Director, Consumer Affairs,
European Commission,
proposed
that
the
mobile phone and NFC
is a potential tool for
empowering consumers,
by conveying easy to use
allergy information and
more real-time out of
date notices and pricing
on food items.
Ms Minor also argued that there are potential
downsides of classic e-commerce of which we are
already aware: social status and income profiling,
data aggregation and function creep, as well as
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identity fraud. Ms
Minor also stressed
that the accessibility
of information of low
income households
must be taken into
account.
Our wireless data traffic
has grown 20,000% in
five years, explained
Karim Antonio
Lesina, Vice President,
International External
Affairs, EU, Caribbean,
Central and Latin
America at AT&T.
In the next five years it will grow more as
Lesina expects a boom of connected devices.
The session’s moderator, Michael Kende, CoHead of the Regulatory Sector, Analys Mason,
posed the question, “How do we regulate this
boom?” This kind of capacity needs a flexible
approach and to provide proper incentives for
investment to facilitate migration from legacy
to IP smart networks, encourage convergence
and network efficiency while understanding
the need to accommodate social objectives.
Challenges to overcome, according to Felix
Marchal, Chief Business Development Officer,
Telit, are legal liability frameworks for the bad
decisions of machines, as there will be much
more intelligence on the networks, and not all
data is created equal.

Day 2

the question, 'Can start-ups take advantage of easily
applicable IoT reference architectures?

Session 5

Working group 2, focused on Governance and
Standardisation and was chaired by Chiara Giovannini,
Senior Manager, ANEC. The session saw the speaker,
Dan Caprio, Senior Strategic Advisor, McKenna Long &
Aldridge LLP, explain that the main point for debate was
that there is no need for IoT specific legislation (eg: on
personal data protection). Rather, there needs to be
some flexibility built into the regulatory framework to
catch IoT specificities (eg: standards).

Parallel working groups

The second day of the conference started with delegates
participating in 4 parallel interactive working groups,
focusing on a number of key and emerging issues.
The format of the working groups was highly interactive
with 1 moderator and 1 speaker. Following the speaker's
presentation, attendees were encouraged to contribute
to the discussion and share their ideas. Conclusions
from each working group were then presented to the
general audience during the subsequent session.
Working Group 1 focused on Ad hoc citizen
applications and Architecture, and was chaired by
Ovidiu Vermesan, Coordinator of the European Research
Cluster on the Internet of Things and Chief Scientist at
SINTEF. Dr Vermesan was joined by Alessandro Bassi,
The Technical Co-ordinator of FP7 IoT-A project, who
provided an introductory presentation focusing on the
different citizen driven applications and how strong a
force these can become. Dr Vermesan subsequently
opened up a debate among attendees by posing

Further points that emerged from the discussion
included: challenges linked to IoT security and privacy
are to be met ‘by design', the choice on whether and
when to have global standards to ensure IoT
interoperability depends on several factors (eg:
company strategy; international cooperation). In
addition, the Internet governance framework can
address IoT as based on multi stakeholder participation,
and finally, there is a key role of ITU-R for spectrum
allocation for IoT applications (although not all IoT
applications are wireless).
Working
group
3,
focused on Ethics and
the IoT and was chaired
by Rob Van Kranenburg,
Founder, Council. The
discussion started with
the assumption that
there is a consistent
ethical framework
behind Horizon 2020 and
EU public and R&D policy. Maurizio Salvi, Head of the EGE
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Secretariat, EC President’s Bureau of EU Policy Advisers,
stressed the importance of a value driven governance
of industry and emergent convergences like IoT. In this
respect there is a need for an interdisciplinary analysis
on action points such as informed consent, autonomy
and individuality identity.
The Internet of Things is seen as an important part
of this process of ethical embedding as it blurs the
difference between what can be addressed in an
analogue (visible) and digital (invisible) way. This is a
new dimension and a thoroughly relevant one in the
discussion on the autonomy of man and technology.
Mr Van Kranenburg argued that responsibilities need
to be clarified in all stakeholder groups, especially on
notions of informed consent and profiling on the basis
of big data obtained through sensor based grids.
Working Group 4, focused on Business Models and was
chaired by Rasmus Blom, Director, Grundfos Connect.
Mr Blom posed the following questions to participants:
which parts of the IoT value-chain will generate
profits and which parts will become loss leaders? How
disruptive is the Internet-of-Things for current business
models? Mr Blom was joined by Thomas Usländer,
Head of Department Information Management and
Production Control, Fraunhofer IOSB, who focused
on the aspect of what full
traceability would mean for
different business models.
Mr Usländer explained that
finding the value in IoT
business models is difficult
and we now see a tendency
toward more output-based
service models.
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Session 6

Session 7

Spectrum Management and IoT

Privacy, Security and Safety

In
the
session
focusing on Spectrum
Management
and
IoT, moderator Amit
Nagpal, Partner, Aetha
Consulting, provided an
overview of spectrum
management
and
its importance to the
Internet of Things.
Daniel
Kitscha,
Policy officer, Radio
Spectrum
Policy,
European Commission,
explained that low cost is key. Whether there is
a business case for network operators versus IoT
service providers without a spectrum license, boils
down to the question of whether you can deliver
QoS in shared spectrum. CTO of Neul, William Webb,
presented Weightless.org as the last piece in the
puzzle of ubiquitous wireless delivery. Below 1 Ghz,
low cost, globally harmonized, and plentiful, tv white
space, a massive market for M2M, provides these four
crucial criteria. Frequency Management, explained
Thomas Weber, European Communications Office
(ECO), is application neutral and no size fits all and
for White space - 470-790 Mhz - regulation is still a
national decision.

In this session, Peter
Hustinx, European Data
Protection Supervisor
expressed that IoT is
about opportunities and
challenges balancing a
sufficient basis of trust.
Mr Hustinx stated that
you cannot regulate IoT,
and there is no need
to develop specific
frameworks. Joseph Alhadeff, Vice President of Global
Public Policy and Chief Privacy Officer, Oracle, suggested
whether the IoT is something separate, or part of a
continuum of Cloud computing, and a predictive big
data-continuum. The two visions are important as the
latter is able to handle privacy at item and application
level asking two threshold questions: does it apply
and where is it used? Whereas in the other vision that
has led to the RFID PIA, the context and the definition
of ‘controller’ will impact – as in IoT the object is a
communicating object – privacy in unforeseen ways as
you can never fully predict how an item or application
will be used in a concrete setting. The US style multistakeholder approach works, and works quickly as
the outcome needs to be transparent, as explored by
Thomas Dailey, Vice President and Deputy General
Counsel, Verizon. Mr Dailey continued to say that laws
should not accommodate business cases, as some of
these might be based on the wrong assumptions. It is far
more productive for policy to organize accountability.

Rob van Kranenburg, Founder, Council, moderated the
panel on device security. The main question that was
explored in this session was what are the emerging
security risks and vulnerabilities inherent to the
growing number of connected devices? Nick Coleman,
Global Cloud Security Leader, IBM, argued that IoT
needs security by
design, deployment,
and
consumption
as
instrumented
devices
become
more
connected,
interconnected, and
intelligent. On all
three levels of devices,
people and processes,
threats are becoming
more
complicated
and
sophisticated.
This is now reality. It will only get more complicated.
Steve Purser, Technical Competence Department
Head, European Network and Information Security
Agency (ENISA), agreed that there was nothing really
new, but the fact that methods, that we currently
have for facing the challenges of securing distributed
systems, do not scale well. Mr Purser argued
that real scalability will probably have to include
reputation based systems like the ebay community.
Olivier Burgersdijk, Head of Business Demand &
Products, Europol, claimed that increasing demand
for mobile access to secure assets has its limitations
if individuals are not educated into behaving more
responsibly. Security is a process and ultimately you
should assume responsibility for your own devices
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argued Mr Burgersdijk. Unfortunately in these issues
of cybercrime and cyber responsibility there is no calm
public debate. The only real solution is good design
and good behaviour. Ilias Chantzos, Senior Director,
Government Relations and Public Affairs, Symantec,
agreed with this latter statement and stated that
embedded systems are coming closer to us every day.
We should build from a secure environment and build
secure gateways on top.

Session 8
Financing the Internet of Things
Keith Arundale of Arundale Consulting moderated the
final session, which focused on financing the Internet
of Things. Mr Arundale led the debate among a
panel of experts from the various stakholder groups,
including: Stephane Goubau, Managing Director,
Western Europe Region, Intel Capital, Paulo Andrez,
President, The European Trade Association for Business
Angels (EBAN), Adam
Gould, CEO, Sensinode
and Thibaut Kleiner,
Member of Cabinet for
Vice President Kroes,
European Commission.
The speakers of this
session explored what
needs to be done by
European policymakers
to create a stable
environment
for
investment. Mr Arundale also led the debate on the
role that Venture Capitalists and Business Angels can
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play in helping to drive
IoT innovation forward.
The key points that
came out of the panel
discussion support the
suggestion that the EU
should maximise its
potential. Mr Arundale
suggested that business
angels can be vital
for seed and startup financing and are
increasingly filling some of the gap left by VCs who
are moving to later-stage or growth equity investing.
However, Mr Arundale suggested that there is a need
for more business angel capital in Europe. Other key
points that arose from the panel discussion included:
• T he EIF appears to invest significantly in only three
countries - this should be expanded throughout
Europe.
• T here is a need for less bureaucracy in the provision
of sources of government funding.
•U
 S based VC firms still tend to be largely “zipcode” investors, which proves difficult for European
companies to access US VC funds.

About the authors

Council is a thinktank, consultancy, accelarator and
forecasting group. Council hosts the full range of opinions
on what will be a small avalanche of disruptive innovations.
They go through the full range of emotions and conceptual
breakdown that comes with grasping the territory, the full
logistical, business, social and philosophical implications of
the Internet of Things. Council thinktank aims to grow into a
positively critical counterpart to these negativities in focusing
on the quality of interaction and potentialities of IOT for
social, communicative and economic (personal fabrication,
participatory finance, alternative currencies) connectivity
between humans, humans and things and humans and
their surroundings. Council highlights a personal history of
locative media & hybrid spaces, by professionals of the
i3 (Intelligent Information Interfaces) days, as well as the
latest tools and applications, workshops on key issues, short
keynotes and time for debate and discussion.

Forum Europe is the leading EU dedicated conference and
event provider. Founded in 1989 and with offices at the heart
of the European Union in Brussels, Forum Europe specialises
in EU focussed political and economic conferences and
debates. We work successfully with businesses, institutions,
NGOs and governments alike while organising our own
portfolio of sector leading events.
The Forum Europe team consists of multilingual EU policy and
events specialists and our strategic services can maintain
and develop your networks at EU level while delivering
forums where key issues can be aired and debated.
You can find out more about us by going to:
www.forum-europe.com

• T he EU should stop comparing itself with the USA
and develop its own models.
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